Model No. RSI-1-5KW

Dear Sir,
I wish to introduce our New Solar inverter power generator model RSI -1-5KW
This is a unique system that has many added advantages listed below and claiming superiority in any competition.
1. It is a solar power system box with ALL-IN-ONE integrated products, including solar charge controller, inverter, wiring
terminals, control switches etc.
2. It is suitable to generate 1KW to 5 KW of power in a day as long as connected to the matched solar panels and
batteries.
3. It is a complete solar power generator that can supply both DC and AC power to use in most convenient way.
4. It has inside PURE SHIN WAVE 100% pure copper heavy duty industrial transformer.
5. It can generate 1500W/PER HOUR of DC power and convert into AC (85V-230V) same time also gives you DC power.
6. It is fitted with one 40A intelligent solar charge controller which automatically select current V from 12-24 and
charges batteries, maintain current stability, good health of batteries. provide protection against OVER CHARGE,
OVER DISCHARGE and fault Reverse current to save system.
7. It is a great AC/ DC solar generator with DUEL charging mode of DC/AC. DC from Solar panel and AC from main supply
to use it later when there is no power. So no power black outs now even during rainy days.
8. You can put continuous load of 800W on this system for full day. NO problem.
9. You can use any equipment with in load limitation including your computer.
10.The control switches in the system box controls INPUT / OUTPUT, ON/ OFF and also AC and DC plug inserters.
11.It has 3 display Analog meters clearly displaying status of AC OUT PUT, SOLAR CHARGE CURRENT and Battery Voltage,
12.It has one USB mobile charger also.
13.It has safety fuse to protect the whole system.
14.It is 100% reliable your own power station, giving you FREE POWER FROM SUN SAVING YOU HUGE MONEY AND
RECOVERS ITS COST IN ONE YEAR APROX.
Recommended System combination of solar Panel and Batteries to produce 1KW to 5 KW solar power based on FIVE
hours of average sun light. RSI-1-5 KW is suitable for all situations.
*Battery capacity has been taken as full storage of the produced energy and can be reduced if uses same time.
System capacity

RSI-1-5KW

SUITABLE FOR ALL

Solar panel

Battery bank *

1 KW
2 KW

200 W
400 W

100 Ah
200 Ah

3 KW

600 W

300 Ah

4 KW

800 W

420 Ah

5 KW

1000 W

500 Ah

FOB US$ Price for
one system set
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